The Villages Theatre Division MOVIE LIST
Friday, March 15th thru Thursday, March 21st

**Open Caption Presentations Available On Monday - Check Local Listings For Show Times

New This Week
Five Feet Apart (PG-13)
Running Time 2:06 (Drama, Romance)
10:00am, 12:45pm**, 3:30pm, 6:30pm, 9:15pm
Rated for thematic elements, language and suggestive material

Cole Sprouse, Haley Lu Richardson, Moises Arias,
Claire Forlani, Parminder Nagra, Gary Weeks
Stella Grant is every bit a seventeen-year-old... she's attached to her laptop and
loves her best friends. But unlike most teenagers, she spends much of her time
living in a hospital as a cystic fibrosis patient. Her life is full of routines,
boundaries and self-control -- all of which is put to the test when she meets an
impossibly charming fellow CF patient named Will Newman. There's an instant
flirtation, though restrictions dictate that they must maintain a safe distance
between them. As their connection intensifies, so does the temptation to throw
the rules out the window and embrace that attraction. Further complicating
matters is Will's potentially dangerous rebellion against his ongoing medical
treatment. Stella gradually inspires Will to live life to the fullest, but can she
ultimately save the person she loves when even a single touch is off limits?

New This Week
Captive State (PG-13)
Running Time 2:00 (Sci-Fi, Drama, Thriller)
11:40am**, 2:10pm, 5:30pm, 7:00pm, 9:30pm
Rated for sci-fi violence and action, some sexual content,
brief language and drug material

Vera Farmiga, Machine Gun Kelly, John
Goodman, Alan Ruck, Kiki Layne
Set in a Chicago neighborhood nearly a decade after an
occupation by an extra-terrestrial force, Captive State
explores the lives on both sides of the conflict - the
collaborators and dissidents. Desecrated by war, famine,
crime, disease and disasters – humanity teetered on the
brink of extinction. Thankfully, a higher power stepped
in and a new hope came to the planet in the form of a
savior to herald the dawn of a new era.

The Upside (PG13)
Running Time 2:16 (Comedy, Drama)
9:45am, 12:35pm**, 3:30pm, 6:45pm, 9:30pm
Rated for suggestive content and drug use

Kevin Hart, Bryan Cranston, Nicole Kidman,
Julianna Margulies, Aja Naomi King
Phillip is a wealthy quadriplegic who needs a caretaker to
help him with his day-to-day routine in his New York
penthouse. He decides to hire Dell, a struggling parolee
who's trying to reconnect with his ex and his young son.
Despite coming from two different worlds, an unlikely
friendship starts to blossom as fun-loving Dell shows
curmudgeonly Phillip that life is worth living.

Cold Pursuit (R)

Isn't It Romantic (PG13)

Running Time 2:09 (Action, Drama, Thriller)
9:40am, 12:20pm**, 3:00pm, 5:40pm, 8:20pm
Rated for strong violence, drug material, and some
language including sexual references

Running Time 1:39 (Comedy, Fantasy, Romance)
9:30am, 2:30pm, 4:45pm, 7:00pm, 9:15pm
Rated for language, some sexual material,
and a brief drug reference

Liam Neeson, Emmy Rossum, Laura Dern,
Tom Bateman, Julia Jones, David O'Hara

Rebel Wilson, Adam Devine, Priyanka Chopra,
Liam Hemsworth, Betty Gilpin

COLD PURSUIT, an action thriller infused with irreverent
humor, stars Liam Neeson as Nels Coxman, a family man
whose quiet life with his wife is upended following the
mysterious death of their son. Nels' search for justice
turns into a vengeful hunt for Viking, a drug lord he
believes is connected to the death. As one by one of
Viking's associates "disappear," Nels goes from
upstanding citizen to ice-cold vigilante, letting nothing -and no one -- get in his way.

New York City architect Natalie works hard to get
noticed at her job but is more likely to be asked to
deliver coffee and bagels than to design the city's next
skyscraper. And if things weren't bad enough, Natalie, a
lifelong cynic when it comes to love, has an encounter
with a mugger that renders her unconscious, waking to
discover that her life has suddenly become her worst
nightmare -- a romantic comedy -- and she is the
leading lady.

The Kid (R)

Stan & Ollie (PG)

Running Time 1:50 (Biography, Drama, Western)
9:30am, 11:50pm, 2:15pm,
4:45pm, 7:15pm, 9:35pm
Rated for violence and language

Running Time 1:47 (Biography, Comedy, Drama)
9:35am, 12:00pm**, 2:20pm, 4:40pm, 7:00pm
Rated for some language, and for smoking

Chris Pratt, Ethan Hawke, Vincent D'Onofrio,
Leila George, Dane Dehaan, Adam Baldwin
In this thrilling Western, a young boy, Rio, is forced to go
on the run across the American Southwest in a desperate
attempt to save his sister from his villainous uncle. Along
the way, he encounters Sheriff Pat Garrett on the hunt
for the infamous outlaw Billy the Kid. Rio finds himself
increasingly entwined in the lives of these two legendary
figures as the cat and mouse game of Billy the Kid's final
year of life plays out. Ultimately Rio is forced to choose
which type of man he is going to become.

The Man Who Killed Hitler and Then
The Bigfoot (NR)
Running Time 1:48 (Adventure, Drama)
10:00am, 12:30pm, 4:40pm, 8:25pm
Not Rated

Sam Elliott, Aidan Turner, Ron Livingston,
Caitlin FitzGerald , Sean Bridgers
The story follows a legendary American war veteran
named Calvin Barr (Elliott / Turner) who, decades after
serving in WWII and assassinating Adolf Hitler, must
now hunt down the fabled Bigfoot. Living a peaceful life
in New England, the former veteran is contacted by the
FBI and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police to lead the
charge as the creature is carrying a deadly plague and is
hidden deep inside the Canadian wilderness.

John C. Reilly, Steve Coogan,
Shirley Henderson, Nina Arianda
The true story of Hollywood's greatest comedy double
act, Laurel and Hardy, is brought to the big screen for
the first time. Stan and Ollie is the heart-warming story
of what would become the pair's triumphant farewell
tour. With their golden era long behind them, the pair
embark on a variety hall tour of Britain and Ireland.
Despite the pressures of a hectic schedule, and with the
support of their wives - the pair's love of performing, as
well as for each other, endures as they secure their
place in the hearts of their adoring public

I'm Not Here (NR)
Running Time 1:27 (Drama)
9:45am, 12:00pm, 3:00pm, 9:20pm
Not Rated

J.K. Simmons, Sebastian Stan, Maika Monroe ,
Mandy Moore, Max Greenfield
Steve is haunted by his past as every object in his home,
every sound he hears reminds him of a specific event in
his life. Steve connects the events of his life to discover
how he ended up alone and broken. As he relives each
significant memory, he understands the generational
issues that have held him captive like his father before
him. Can he move past the pain and forgive his
trespassers, and more importantly, forgive himself?

Would you like to receive our weekly e-letter at home each week?
Send an e-mail to theatreinfo@thevillages.com
and tell us to sign you up!!!

